Significance and Functional Similarity for Identification of Disease Genes.
One of the most significant research issues in functional genomics is insilico identification of disease related genes. In this regard, the paper presents a new gene selection algorithm, termed as SiFS, for identification of disease genes. It integrates the information obtained from interaction network of proteins and gene expression profiles. The proposed SiFS algorithm culls out a subset of genes from microarray data as disease genes by maximizing both significance and functional similarity of the selected gene subset. Based on the gene expression profiles, the significance of a gene with respect to another gene is computed using mutual information. On the other hand, a new measure of similarity is introduced to compute the functional similarity between two genes. Information derived from the protein-protein interaction network forms the basis of the proposed SiFS algorithm. The performance of the proposed gene selection algorithm and new similarity measure, is compared with that of other related methods and similarity measures, using several cancer microarray data sets.